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INTRODUCTION 

The modern ethical hunter maintains a set of values with other hunters, 
nature, and the larger world which are critical for those who are 
inexperienced with hunting to understand and adopt. This set of values can 
be difficult to articulate, and so this set of principles are designed to outline 
some of the major categories of things that the modern ethical hunter must 
know. These principles are not intended to be a comprehensive list of 
ethically permissible and impermissible actions. Rather, it is a list of the 
core values that the modern ethical hunter supports.  

Hunting is an ancient tradition which has focused on safety, survival, and 
how fortunate humans are to live in a world with abundant supplies of the 
things we need for our survival. As such, the modern ethical hunter has 
respect for nature and demonstrates this with their actions. Amateur or 
casual hunters who think of hunting as an opportunity to exhibit ego-
centric behavior in photos or video, brag about the size of the animal they 
have hunted, and then spread it on social networks are not only being 
disrespectful of the ancient tradition of hunting, but they are also being 
disrespectful to nature and those ethical hunters who care deeply about 
the preservation of hunting and wildlife conservation. Disrespectful 
amateur hunters, who broadcast their bravado, are likely to hurt the future 
of hunting and possibly their own professional careers. Therefore, these 
principles should be obeyed: 

After the Hunt: A Modern Ethical Hunter Shall Avoid..... 

Post grip and grin photos of dead iconic zoo animals (zebra, giraffe, lion, elephant, etc.)  

Post grip and grin photos of dead iconic predators (including but not limited to African 
lions, leopards, mountain lions, bears, etc.) 

Post photos or video of dead animals which could be perceived as being disrespectful of 
wildlife (includes laughing, over-the-top smiling, or high-fiving)  

Make posts which emphasize the antler or horn size of a prey animal or pushes a record 
book qualification.  

Post or pose for a picture with an animal where a hunting product or firearm is 
positioned to clearly showcase a company logo.  



Never hunt for the purpose of taking an animal just because it measures up for a record 
book.   

Never waste any wild game meat or other animal part which can be utilized and create 
value.  

The Hunt: A Modern Ethical Hunter Shall Avoid….. 

Participating in hunts where wild animals are not allowed to live in a natural 
environment comparable and reflects, as closely as possible, the animals range. 

Participate in hunts where wild animals have been manipulated by game breeders to 
achieve antler/horn or color variants which historically have never existed in nature.  

The modern ethical hunter also has respect for animals, and does not 
support activities which may promote suffering, including:  

Follow the highest ethical standards of legal hunting as utilized as a tool for sound, 
scientifically-based wildlife management based on a whole ecosystem basis. 

Always promote quick, clean ethical kills. 

Always be open to teaching aspiring hunters and non-hunters the values of ethical, 
legal hunting and stewardship of wild animals. 

Never participate in a method of hunting for which you have not practiced to become 
and exhibit expert status.  

Always support all forms of legal hunting even if you aren't interested in participating in 
the method. 



In General: A Modern Ethical Hunter Shall Avoid….. 

Never support unethical hunters including those on all forms of media (TV, print, 
internet or social) who don't exhibit the highest standards of hunting ethics. This 
includes not supporting product manufacturers and other corporate entities whom 
financially support these individuals and their media. There should always be a “zero-
tolerance” policy for wildlife game law violations.  

Never display dead animals when traveling in a disrespectful way (i.e. Deer on top of a 
car hood, stacking multiple animals in plain view, positioning animals to act like humans 
(dressing them or putting them in a vehicle like they are driving), hanging animals in 
positions or places which may be open to public view. 

The modern ethical hunter goes beyond the hunting experience to be a 
positive member of their community, including: 

Always support at least one local charity in your local community (could be feeding the 
hungry or helping the less fortunate) in the name of our hunting community. 

Always support at least one national wildlife NGO (including, but not limited to: RMEF, 
Quail Unlimited, Wild Turkey Foundation, Wild Sheep Foundation, Ducks Unlimited, etc). 

If you hunt abroad, always support at least one national or international hunting or 
wildlife NGO (SCI, DSC, Save the Rhino Trust, etc.). But only support international 
wildlife NGO's which support legal hunting or sustainable utilization as a wildlife 
management tool. 

Always support local game wardens and wildlife biologist wherever you hunt. 

Always share a portion of your wild game meat, each season, with non-hunters.  

Always explain legal hunting, as a tool for scientifically-based wildlife management, is 
not poaching. Poaching is the ILLEGAL killing of wildlife, often for black market sales 
often promoted and supported by international crime syndicates and drug gangs.  

Always explain legal hunting is a continuation of Man's history as wildlife stewards, 
where we take responsibility to ensure wildlife, as a renewable resource, and the wild 
places they live will exist forever on the planet Earth and for the use and enjoyment of 
future generations. 



Always support efforts to ensure wildlife habitat will be clean and healthy, in order to 
allow for vibrant wildlife populations.  

Always embrace fellow ethical hunters no matter race, ethnicity, sexual orientation or 
financial status. 

Always explain legal hunting, as a tool for scientifically-based wildlife management, as 
having a profound and positive effect on not only prey animals, but all animals, plants 
and insects whom inhabit these ecosystems. You hunt because you enjoy being 
outdoors with animals and nature, sharing this experience when possible with friends 
and family. Being part of sound management and stewardship of an animal population 
is a bonus. I am a hunter. I'm proud of it. 

It's ironic that, at this time in history, the activity of hunting is being hunted 
by people who have little understanding of how a modern ethical hunter 
behaves. In order to preserve this beautiful and ancient tradition, the 
principles of the modern ethical hunter must be understood, adopted, and 
practiced by those who are new to hunting.  

If MAN doesn't take responsively for wild animals and the wild places they live, wildlife 
will not survive on planet Earth.  
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